TURN 20 LOUD
VOICES INTO
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
TO YOU

For a First Class
Hearing Experience

JUNA
HEARING AIDS

Turn Your Priorities into
Reality
Do you wish to hear and understand with confidence even
in tough hearing environments? We at Bernafon do our best
to satisfy your wishes and deliver even more than you
expect.
Juna is Bernafon’s most sophisticated hearing aid family
featuring the Audio Efficiency™ core technology. No matter
which environment you are in, Audio Efficiency™
technology orchestrates the right set of features and
accessories for you.

Speech
Audio Efficiency™ provides premium sound
quality and speech understanding in demanding
listening environments.

Comfort
Audio Efficiency™ incorporates an advanced
set of features to create a comfortable and
less tiring hearing experience.

Individualization
Audio Efficiency™ offers various listening
programs and connectivity accessories
supporting your individual lifestyle.

Turn Random Sounds into
Meaningful Words
With Juna premium hearing aids, you can enjoy enhanced
speech understanding even in the most challenging
listening situations.
ChannelFree™, our proven signal processing system,
provides you with a distinctively clear and natural sound
quality.
i-VC, an intelligent volume control, is a new and unique
feature in Juna ensuring that your hearing aid reacts most
appropriately to volume changes and adapts to different
listening environments.
Directionality is also important for hearing conversations
more clearly. That’s why Juna comes with a set of different
directionality features to support 360° sound detection.
Finally, noise reduction is crucial for hearing the conversation
and enjoying the moment. With Juna and its set of noise
reduction systems, unwanted noise is cleverly reduced.

Turn Challenging Situations
into Success Stories
For even greater success in challenging listening situations,
Bernafon offers various connectivity accessories.

SoundGate 3 gives you the freedom to
listen with your hearing aids to a number
of wired and wireless audio sources. It is
designed to be discreet, comfortable to
handle, and easy to use.

SoundGate Mic is a small microphone
that can be worn by the person you
are speaking with. Coupled with the
SoundGate 3, the speech signal is
transferred directly to your hearing aids.

The RC-N remote control makes changing
volume or program settings easy,
particularly if you find it difficult to do on
the hearing aid itself.

Read our SoundGate flyer to learn more about the different
options for being connected with Bernafon devices. You
can also ask your hearing care professional or visit the
Bernafon website for further information.

Turn a Great Choice into
Something Just Right for You
Juna is available in various behind-the-ear (BTE) and
in-the-ear (ITE) hearing aid models with numerous color
options. This large range allows you and your hearing care
professional to choose just the right hearing aid for you.
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about hearing and hearing loss.
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